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We present a model that describes the formation of a photorefractive grating in the presence of a fixed grating.
In general, fixing methods demonstrated in different photorefractive crystals'-' create an optically unerasable charge or polarization distribution. The model predicts how the fixed grating affects the formation of the ordinary photorefractive grating and also leads to a spatially nonuniform mobile charge distribution even in the presence of a homogeneous illumination. There is good agreement between the predictions of the model and recent experimental results' on electrical fixing of holograms in Sr0.75B%.&W6;.
The dynamic behavior of the photorefractive effect is described by the following set of nonlinear coupled equations.s We neglect the contribution of the photovoltaic effect and assume that only one type of carrier is involved:
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where N& is ionized donors concentration, n, the free electron concentration, N, the acceptor concentration, p the carrier mobility, ye the recombination constant, P, the spontaneous polarization, and E the electric field. We consider a sinusoidal fixed charge distribution: pas = pfiX,exp( iKx) and spatially uniform light illumination I,. Following the usual linearization procedure and assuming that pfiX4eNa, the quantities N$ , n,, & and j, can be approximated by a sinusoidal form: F(x) =F, +Frexp(ik'x).
Assuming that P, is uniform, the steadystate solution of the Eqs. ( l)-(4) for the space-charge field and the ionized donors density modulation is given by
where &=&T/e-diffusion field, .E,=N&EE& is the limiting space-charge field, and E0 the external applied field. The time constant with which the field E, is formed is equal to the conventional grating formation t.ime constant with the same average intensity and spatial frequency, formed in the absence of the fixed grating.g This is because the fixed grating acts as a nonhomogeneous term for the system of linearized Eqs. (l)- (4) replacing the sinusoidal intensity illumination; the coefficients of the set of linear equation remain unchanged, and hence the time constant is the same.
The total space-charge field [Eq. (S)] may be split into a sum of a field ptiX/iKeeO induced by fixed, nonphotorefractive charges and a compensating field qomp formed by redistributed charge carriers described by N& . Namely, pmp= "G,
Note that due to the finite dark conductivity, compensation of the fixed grating by dynamic electronic space-charge takes place even when no homogeneous illumination is present. Our description so far assumed a tixed grating due to an ionic grating. Similar analysis may be applied to the case where the fixed grating is produced by a spatial variation of the ferroelectric spontaneous polarization. A spatial variation of spontaneous polarization is formally equivalent to a fixed space-charge according to:" pirld= -VP,. Then, assuming a sinusoidal modulation of spontaneous polarization: P,=P,fP,,exp(iKx), Eq. (4) takes the form or, in linearized form, for the case E,,=O:
where E is the mean value of dc dielectric constant. The value of the total space-charge field El and of the compensating electronic component qmp are given by
where A=&r/K is the grating spacing and A, =%r, is the Debye length. The perturbation of the refractive index arises through the ordinary linear electro-optic effect due to the total space-charge field E,. Even though it is more correct to describe the refractive index variation in terms of polarization rather than electric field," both approaches lead to the same result and, in t.his sense, are equivalent. The modulation in spontaneous polarization also causes spatial variations of the linear IXI coefficient and the dc dielectric constant. However, for the case of zero applied field considered here these terms contribute only to the higher spatial orders of the index of refraction variation. Therefore, they do not affect the fundamental harmonic that is responsible for the formation of the hologram.
In the case of fixing via ionic compensation the amplitude of the compensating electronic grating is difticult to measure independently, since the thermal erasure of the ionic grating also perturbs the electronic pattern. Electrical fixing that involves ferrodectric polarization, on the other hand enables one to perform direct observations and measurements of the dynamic compensating grating, since the polarization pattern can be erased simply by applying a strong positive electric field along the direction of spontaneous polarization of the photorefractive crystal,'*' The latter process does not affect the compensating field EpOmp, whose strength can then be determined by measuring the diffraction efficiency of the residual hologram.
We studied experimentally the process of fixing and compensation of phase holograms in photorefractive Sr0.7SB~.25Nb206. Electrical fixing was achieved by applying a negative voltage pulse along the crystal c axis after recording a space-charge grating with two input beams. ' To avoid beam coupling during recording and reconstruction, the ordinarily polarized beams were used and the holographic diffmction efficiency (HDE) was monitored by an extraordinarily polarized low-power He-Ne laser beam Bragg matched to the initial hologram. A typical cycle of recording, fixation, optical and electrical erasure is shown on Fig. 1 . After the fixed hologram reaches steadystate under illumination by a non-Bragg-matched erasing beam, a strong positive voltage pulse is applied erasing the polarization grating. The residual revealed hologram corresponds to the electronic compensating grating, which is measured by recording the power of light diffracted from it. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the steady-state values of the Axed FIDE and the compensating revealed grating HDE with the grating spacing A. In agreement with the model proposed the amplitude of the electronic compensathlg grating [Eq. ( 1 l)] dramatically increases with grating spacing.
Since in our experiments the effects associated with beam coupling (i.e., longitudinal change of modulation in- dex of hologram, self-depletion, or self-enhancement) were carefully eliminated, the diffraction efficiency, in the limit of negligible absorption and small index variation, may be expressed as (12) where d is the crystal thickness, 8 is the Bragg angle inside the crystal, reff is the effective linear EO coefficient, and E, is the internal space-charge field variation. Then, according to Eqs. ( 10) and (1 I), independent of the actual value of the polarization modulation, the ratio of HDEs of the fixed and compensating (or "revealed") gratings should obey the following relationship: where & is effective electro-optic coefficient of the partially depoled crystal after a negative depoling voltage is applied. The strong positive pulse that is applied to erase the polarization grating and to reveal the compensating grating also poles the cryst.al and, consequently, the EO coefficient takes its original value &. The experimental data shown in Fig. 3 indicate a linear relationship between ln( 7Jcomp /rlfixj and In A with slope --4.2~'~0.2 which is in a good agreement with the value 4, predicted by the theory [Eq. ( 13 j]. We should point out that since we do not know the dependence of Ps, with A, the fact that the ratio plotted in Fig. 3 is independent of PSI makes possible the comparison between theory and experiment. The ratio of the HDEs of the compensating and fixed gratings is the same for both an ionic or a polarization fixed grating. However, the fact that we could observe an optically erasable revealed compensation grating by electrically erasing the fixed grating strongly favors the hypothesis that the fixing was due to polarization switching in the Sr,~,,Ba,,,Nb,O, fixing experiment. 6'7 The maximum modulation depth of the spontaneous polarization, corresponding to the maximum fixed grating HDE, was evaluated to be equal to
